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Theoretical model s have been computed for estimating lin
ear polarization from the extemed dusty outer layers of the 
components of close binary stars wrose sufaces are distorted 
by rotation and tidal effects due to the presen:::e of seconda
r y. We have assumed plane-parall el la yer s of the du Slty a tmo
spheres of the components. We have e:nployed a \'B.velength dep
errlent s::::attering coefficient, am Rayleigh plRse function is 
used in s:>lving the equation of radiative transfer. It is no
ticed that polarization increases with decreasing the Wivele
ngth am increa sing the particle size. Eblarization for uni
form rotation is larger than tlRt for ron-uniform rotation. 
Eblar iza tion for the single star s is ahays less tlBn tlB t for 
a binar y compo nent. 

Slbject headings: polarization - radiative transfer - stars: 
binaries - stars: late-type 

I NTRODUCT IO N 

It is v1ell krown that roth early am late type stars are 
intrinsically polarized. For a long distant star, we mea9.lre 
intensity integrated over the wlDle surface. 9:>, the intrins
ic polar ization from a spherical star srould lead to zero. The 
observation of large intrinsic polarization from a star means 
therefore, that there are large distortions am a symrnetr ies in 
it's exterrled atmosphere. :Eased on geometry Harrington arrl 
Collins U968), Collins U970) lRve calculated the intrinsic 
p::>larization of a rapidly rotating early type star, ani on the 
theory of Roche equipotential surface" Irelarrl (1967) re. s pre-
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sented a model of a rapidly rotating star and Peraiah (1969, 
1970) has presented that a close binary system. ~soo on such 
geometry arrl Roc he mod el, Pera ia h 0. 97 6) . ha s calcula too 1 in
ear polarization of rotating stars. In h~s paper he has 1f.Ork
ed on early type close binary stars taking electron and mole
cular s::attering. S:imilar to this model of mrly type binary 
stars, we have made in our paper a model of late type binary 
stars. 

In this paper \-.'e h3.ve computed theoretical model s to 
firrl polarization from the exterrled atmospheres of late type 
close binary star s wro se Slrfaces are distorted due to rota
tion am tidal eff ects, and the outer layer s conta in du st 
grains (sil ica te) • The model s co nta in sev eral parameter s of 
(i) \oavelength dependent incident light (ii) the size of dust 

particle, (iii) the rna ss-ra tio of binary components, (iv) type 
of rotation. The a:im of this paper is to see how these para
meters can clBnge the linear polarization calculated from our 
t hear et ical mod el s of Sl.C h star s. . 

In section II we descr ibe the calculation of polar iza-
tion. 

II. THEORETICAL MODaS TO COMPUTE LINEAR POLARIZATION OF A 
CLO SE BI NARY STAR S 

Let the close binary system his masses ml (prnnary) and 

m2 (secorrlary) where ml is more massive. The origin of the 

rectangular axes is the centre of the primary, the z-axis the 
pr:imary's axis of rotation (cf. Fig.l) am the x-axis the 
line joining the centers of the binary. The equatorial planes 
of the components of the binary are aSSl.med to be coincident 
with the orbital plane of the system. ~Te consider that the 
Slrfaces of the pri>tlary are distortOO (cf. Fig. 1) due to ro
tation aJ::out it r saxis perperrlicular to the equator ial plane 
and from the tidal effect due to the secondary of the system. 

fa) The radius, the Slrface gravity and the Sl.rface element 
of the prnnary star. 

From the aSSl.mption of the Roche equipotential surface, the 
radius of a distorted star is given by Peraiah (1970) as 

7 . 6" 5. 4" ( . 2 ) 3 
Ct. P s~n.. + i3P s~n .. '+ 'Y s~n 9+J p - U -Q) p + 1 = a (1 ) 

where 

p = r/rp (r is the radial distance of any point P on the 

equipotential surface and rp the polar radius). 

9 = colatitude of the point P, 

Ct = (f (x -1 ) 2/ 6x 2 ) (r /r )7 
P e 
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a = (f (x-l)/2x 2 ) (r~/re)5 
y = (f/2x2) (rlr e ) 

J = Q (3 sin2 G co s2 cP -1 ) 

Q = (1/2 )\.11 (r lr e)3 

3 
].11 = (m2/ml) (r t1R ) 

x = n /n (the ratio of the angular veloc ity a t the equator e p 

to that at the pole). 

f ='rt r 3/Gml e e 
(the ratio of the centrifugal to the gravitational forces 
at the equator). 

R being the distance bet "-Ie en the centers of the masses m2 
and ml , re/rp (re am rp are the equatorial and the polar 

radii) being given by 

3 2 
(re/rp) - U (re/rp) - (1/2)\.11 = 0 

2 2 2 u = l+f (x +.K+l)/6x + (1/2)\.11 (3 cos CP-l) 

(2 ) 

(3 ) 

S:J the ratio p = r/r (Le. the radial distance of a point P 
in the units of polaf? distance) can be calculate::1 from equa
tions (1) and (2) for a given set of parameters x,f, e,¢ in 
the case of a single star and adding parameters m2/ml am 
roiR in the case of the components of a close binary system. 
If binary stars rotate synchronously, then 

3 
f = (1 + (m2/ml ) ) (r e/R) 

The total rurface grav ity g : 

+ [fr(G) sinGcosG + 6Q~? sinGcosQcos2<1>]2 

[ 6 2 6 . 2" . 2 2",]}1/2 + 3 Q P Sl.n.,. Sl.n cjl co s 'I' • 
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where 

2 3 4 5 . 2" t:_. 7 . 4 t'l f (9) = y p + I3p s~n". + uu p s~n.,.. 
r 

The surface element as: 

ds = gr2 sinG d G d~/g 
r 

(b) The Radiative Transfer 

(6 ) 

(7 ) 

We aSSlme that the rotational and tidal effects are snall 
over a sphere of radius a (cf. Fig. 1), where a «r and 
this is almys set to be the inner radius of the sph~ical 
shell (where l' = T, where l' is the optical depth at any point 
and T is the total optical depth). N:>w, we calculate the dis
tr ibJ. tion of the e:nergent intensities along the surfac e. To 
find such intensities we shall apply the idea proposed by 
Peraiah U 97 6). According to the idea the spec if ic intensi
ties II and Ir at any point p (r, 9) on the distorted surface 

of the star are calculated by rolving the equation of trans
fer in spherical symmetry corresporrling to radius r. 
The equation of radiative transfer for spherical symmetry can 
be written as (Peraiah 1976): 

+ O'(r)I(r,jJ) 

= (j (r){ [l-tl) (r) Jb (r) + ~ [+l P (r, jJ ,jJ , ) I (r, jJ , )djJ , } (8 ) 
2 -1 

and 

I(r, ) = 
(9) 

where II (r, ) and Ir (r, ) refer respectively to the states of 

polarization in which the electr ic vector v ibra tes along am 
perpen:iicular to the principal meridian, OJ (r) the albedo for 
single s:::attering, cr the ex:tinction coeff ic ient, b (r) the 
rource inside the medium and P(r,jJdl'), the Rayleigh's phase 
function given by 
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[ 2 2 + ]..12]..1,2 2 

] l. 2(1-).1 )(1-]..1') )l 

P{r,]..!,]..!') = 4 ]..! ,2 
1 

[Pll (J>,"') 

J? 21 (]..! til ' ) 

P'2 (" ,"') ] 
J?22(]..!']..!') (10) 

~Te sml1 set w (r) = 1, since we are considering pure s::atter
ing. The total optioa1 depth T is given by 

T = Lad, (11) 

where' 

2 
(J = nR. Q t' (12) sea 

where d is the number of dust particles per unit volume, L 
the total path length, R. the radius of the dust particle, m 
the refractive irrlex of the particle, A the \\avelength of the 
incident light. The total path length L has been taken as the 
length between the inner radiu s am the outer radiu s of a 
star. 
(c) The Slrface Integrated Linear :Eblarization 

From equation (9), we have 

(14 ) 

where Il ().I) and Ir ().I) (cf. equation (9» are parallel am 

perpemicu1ar components to the electric vector of the aner
gent intensity at P{r,9,1j» (cf. Fig. 2). 

Let iti,~are the unit vectors along x-,y-,z-axes res
p7'=tive1y and ~, ~, ~ unit vectors along the r, Q.,1j> direc-
tl.ons. Then """'T' 
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~ = !.. sin9 co sq, + i sine eosq, + k case (15 ) 

~ 
:. !.. co s9 co scP + i case sin¢ - k sine (16 ) 

~ 
-i sine + 1. co S¢ (17 ) 

Following the idea of Hnrington and Coll·ins II (1968), we 
take tm rotations (ef. Fig. 2). One is rotation of x-y plane 
aJ::out the z-axis through an angle 1/1' and the other rotation 
of x '-z' plane al::out y' axis through an angle rr/2-i, where i 
is termed as ecliptic angle. Then 

x" = !.. cos 1/1' sin i + i sin w' sin i + k cos i, (18) 

Y..." = -!.. sin 1/1' + i co s 1/>' (1 9) 

z" = -!..cos 1/1' cos i - i sin 1/>' cos i + k sin i, (20) 

If x" be taken as the line of sight, then the observer 
will see the unit vector n projected on the y" - z" - plane. 
Let a. denotes the angle ~tween this proj ection and the z "
axis. Let ~ is a unit vector in the line of sight. Then, 

g n. R, = cr.. ~ = (gr ~ + g 9 ~ + g4> ~). 

or (21 ) 

= the component of ~ along the line of sight. 

Similarly, the components of n along the y"-axis n. Y..." ani 
along the z "-axis n.z" can t.e \'l['itten. The ratio -of the y" 
ani z" components is-the tangent of .the angle a.: 

(22 ) 

Therefore, the polarization (P) along the line of sight is 
given by 

frr/2 frr/2 (Ir -Il )r2 cos 2a. sin9 (gll.' ~)lgr dcj> de 
0 _7T/2 

P = 
/rr/2 f7T/2 2 (Ir +I1 )r sin9 (gn. R.)/g d4> d 9 (23 ) 
0 - rr/2 - - r 
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where the limits of integrations for $ and 9 have l:een taken 
for symmetry. 

III. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE 

Firstly, we have to find out r/rp from equation (2) 

and then p from equa tio n (1). To find r /r and p we have 
e p 

used Newton-Raphoonmetmd. In J::cth cases 1.2 can be taken as 
the starting value. Then for each p, we have to solve the 
radiative transfer equation (8) to fim 11 and Ir of equation 

(9). The inner polar radius of the spherical shell is taken 

to be 1012 cm. The medium al:nve this shell is divided into 
200 layer s. The esuation of transfer is solved by anployin;J 
the discrete space theory (Peraiah 1984). From equation (23) 
~:e l:ave calculated polarizations for ..avelengths 5000 A to 
10000 A for (i) dust particles ·.l = .02, .025, .03 micron 
~f Fig. 3). (ii) m2/m1 = 0, .5, .9 (cf. Fig. 4), (iii)ratio 

of the equator ial to toe polar angular veloc i ties x = 1,5, 
10 (cf. Fig. 5). Other parameter s for the figures mve been 
mentioned in the figures. I'Te mve taken syncbrorous rotation 
of binaries. For s:implicity, we have set $0 = 0 for all cal
culations. 

rJ RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

We have set 21T.e/:\ less tlan 0.4, since the equation 
(13) for Qscat srould be taken for 21T£'/:\ less than .5 (H.llst 

1957). For this we have taken gnall dust particles rot great
er than • 03 micron for the \'Bvelengths 5000 AO to 10000 AO. 
~7e lave taken refractive index of du st particle (silicate) 
1.45 and the number density d equal to 4 per c.c. From the 
figures 3-5, it is clear ttat polarization decreases with the 
in:::rease of ..avelength like molecular roatterin;J (Peraiahl976). 
This indicates the nature of Rayleigh roatterinq rut this 
nature has teen deviated for the dust particle {= .03 micron 
in the interval of wavelength 5000 AO to 6500 AO (cf. Fig.3). 
This is becau se the formula for Q (cf. equation (13» l:a s 
rot w::>rked vlell in the interval f<5'f a :Ehe dust particle. 03 mic
ron or larger than thi s. In the next 1tDrk we shall use Smh 
(1977) 's programme to f irrl Qs::at that 1tDrks for any size of 

dust particles and for any combination of roatterin;Jand ab
sorption which are reasonable for the stars of interest.With 
in:::rea se of particl e size (cf. Fig. 3 " polar iza tion m s in
crea. sed within the interval of wavelength. This is due to the 
fact that larger particles can create the outer layers am 
rurfaces of a star more a-symmetry and distorted. 
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I 

Flg.1 Distorted s urfCl.Ce of the primary "tal" m I 
with cote radius 4. 
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Polarization has increased when mass ratio has incre
ase:l (cf. Fig. 4). Polarization, when m2/ml > 0, is greater 

than that ~lhen ffi 2/ml = O.This is due to the fact that the 

primary component is becoming more a symmetr ic due to preserx:: e 
of the secondary component. This is in agreement with Peraiah's 
w:>rk (1976) for electron scattering. It is noticeable that 
uniform rotation (x = 1) arout it's axis of rotation has the 
maximum effect (cf. Fig. 5) on polarization. lblarization for 
uniform rotation Ix == 1) is greater than that for non-uniform 
rotation (x > 1). Here we are considering x > 1 i.e. the an
gular velocity at the equator is al\\ays larger than that at 
the pole. In our model we have rp < r< r and this ha s been 
possible by taking into account of x > 1: 

We have done this \'.ork to see the effects of IDme par
ameters on the polarization by dusty outer envelopes of close 
binary system in the 1 ine of sight. This theoretical model we 
wish to apply in real situations (in late type binar.ies) in 
future. For that ca se, we have to adju st the parameters, the 
size of the particle smuld be increased (so (2d!;). )may be 
much greater than 1) and the absorption by du st particle ha s 
to be considered. The medium smuld be taken non-uniform. 
All these considerations are under study. 
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